Paul and his family visited Uncle Lee’s farm. Paul wants to introduce Uncle Lee to his class. He is writing a rhyme about him on his class web-page.

Section A

You now have 15 seconds to study the web-page below. (15-second music).

Now, listen to the first part of the rhyme and complete the web-page while you are listening. The rhyme will be played two times. The rhyme will begin now.

Paul:

①| Uncle Lee
Uncle Lee has two old, little huts,
Near them grows a tree with coconuts.

Uncle Lee grows many fruits
And has rice and bamboo shoots.

His garden has many roses,
Waters them with tiny hoses.
Uncle Lee likes collecting rocks,
And a lot of old, ticking clocks. | ①

Listen to the rhyme again. The rhyme will begin now.

Repeat ① | | ①

You now have 30 seconds to check your answers. (30-second pause)
This is the end of Section A.

Section B

Listen to the next part of the rhyme and answer the following questions. You now have one minute to study the questions below. (1-minute music)

The rhyme will be played two times. When you hear a beep (beep), tick the best answer. The rhyme will begin now.

Paul:

②| Uncle Lee has a wise old wife,
Who helps him live an easy life.
He has an old, fat worker,  
Called Tom, a lazy helper.  
He has a young, white horse,  
Which he rides a lot, of course.  
He also keeps a dog,  
It likes sleeping like a log.  
Uncle Lee loves his farm.  
No one dares to do it harm.

Question 1. Which of the following is not correct about Tom? // (beep)  
(5-second pause)

Question 2. ‘Uncle Lee loves his farm. No one dares to do it harm.’  
What would Uncle Lee do if something went wrong with his farm? // (beep) (5-second pause)

Question 3. Another title for this rhyme can be __________. // beep)  
(5-second pause)

Question 4 ‘Horse’ rhymes with ‘course’.  
Which of the following pairs rhyme with each other?  
A. rice and shoots  
B. roses and hoses  
C. has and helps  
D. loves and likes // (beep) (5-second pause)

Now, listen to the rhyme again.

Repeat ② [ ] ②

You now have 20 seconds to check your answers in Section B.  
(20-second pause)
This is the end of Section B.  
This is the end of Part 3.  
This is the end of the Listening test.